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BIGBEN® SUPERCLAD® 280
HEAVY DUTY PRIVACY SHADE NETTING

The BIGBEN® Superclad® Privacy 
Netting is made from HDPE with UV/
Recycled HDPE/PET which provides a 
more sturdy composition.

Privacy Netting is supplied with a welded 
hem and sewn eyelets every 3cm top 
and bottom, so it can be secured firmly 
to the fencing, posts or structure.

PROPERTIES
SHADE RATING 98%

MATERIAL WEIGHT 280gsm

EYELETS Every 3cm top & Bottom

COLOUR Black

ROLL DIMENSIONS 2m x 50m

MATERIAL HDPE with UV/Recycled HDPE/PET

MATERIAL COMPOSITION Knitted Mesh

ROLL WEIGHT 28kg

Superclad® Privacy/Shade netting is a versatile and widely used product that provides 
protection and privacy in a variety of outdoor settings. The primary purpose of this netting is 
to block out sunlight, UV rays, and other elements while also providing a level of privacy. It 
is commonly used in residential and commercial settings, such as balconies, gardens, and 
construction sites.

Privacy/shade netting offers several benefits, these include; reducing the amount of heat and 
glare, protecting outdoor furniture and plants from weather damage, and adding a decorative 
touch to outdoor spaces. It is also an eco-friendly and cost-effective alternative to traditional 
fencing or solid structures. Overall, privacy/shade netting is an excellent solution for those 
looking to obscure construction works from the general public or create a comfortable and 
private outdoor environment.

Reccomended Fixing Method: Netting/Zip Ties or Bungee Ties



Privacy Measure: Privacy netting provides a high level of 
privacy (shade rating of 98%), obscuring the construction site 
from the eyes of the general public. This is particularly important 
when the site is located in a busy or densely populated area.

Blocks Sunlight: The 98% shade factor of this netting blocks 
most of the sunlight, reducing heat and glare in the construction 
area. This makes it more comfortable for workers to carry out 
their tasks and also protects the materials and equipment from 
the damaging effects of prolonged exposure to sunlight.

Wind Resistance: Privacy netting is designed to withstand 
high winds, which can be common in construction sites. This 
means it won’t tear or fall down easily, providing a durable 
barrier against wind and debris.

Easy to Install: Privacy netting is easy to install and can be attached to the scaffolding 
or fencing using zip ties or bungee cords. This saves time and effort compared to more 
permanent fencing options.

Cost-effective: Privacy netting is a cost-effective solution for construction sites that require 
privacy and shade. It is less expensive than traditional fencing and can be reused multiple 
times, making it an economical choice for construction companies.

BIGBEN® Superclad® Privacy Netting is supplied in a roll size of 2m x 50m

It has a gram per square metre (gsm) of 280

One roll weighs 28kg approx.

Eyelets are situatied every 3cm top and bottom
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